White Coat Information

Here are a few tips to keep in mind when ordering your coat:

The jacket is a short lab coat - often called a consultation coat and is styled like a sport or suit coat. It will feature the ETSU Health / College of Medicine logo above the pocket on the left side.

**Men**: sizes range from 32-56 and 38-56 long / tall (think sport coat size).

**Women**: sizes range from 2-22 (think dress jacket size).

All sizes are even numbers such as 10, 12, 14, etc.; 38, 40, etc.; 40L, 42L, etc. for tall.

**Tips**: If you have long arms consider ordering a tall. The sleeve is 2" longer than regular. Tall women might want to order the men's size that start at 38 tall.

Remember, you will be wearing this coat over regular clothing, so consider how that will affect the size.

**To ensure delivery for the ceremony, your order must be placed no later than May 7, 2021.** Send your request to Sue Russell at russell@etsu.edu